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5. Abstract:

Housing is an important component in the sustainable development of cities. Sustainable housing embraces many inter-related aspects of housing, such as environmental, social, cultural and economic issues. With the help developing technologies, studies and applications for various purposes are designed and developed in order to address sustainability issues. The flexibility of the housing units may lend support to extension the life duration of the housing as well as user satisfaction. There are also various tools that support and provide help for purposes such as building sustainability assessment, energy efficiency, etc. In Turkey TOKI is the biggest housing supplier, producing more than 500,000 houses between 2002-2011. TOKI is criticized for constructing houses which do not support flexibility and have similar plan schemes.
Therefore a flexible approach will also be helpful. The approaches in the early design phase need to be designed so that sustainable houses can be achieved with minimum modifications. There are computational tools developed for early design phases which support the flexibility in the housing for long term. This paper specifically investigates the concepts of new technologies and tools mostly in Turkey, in order to support flexibility within the housing context focusing on the early design phases and approaches.
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